
INFOSHEET      TRUSTMETRIC

In our digitally networked world, confidence in the integrity  
and security of our systems is of paramount importance.  
TrustMetric is an innovative risk-assessment service that provides 
accurate insight into the complex ecosystem of trust and security in 
the cybersphere.

RELIABLE ASSESSMENT.
PROACTIVE IDENTIFICATION.
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT.

TRUSTMETRIC: RATE, MANAGE, IMPROVE

ABOUT SPIE ICS

Our values (performance, proximi-
ty and responsibility), our compre-
hensive solution portfolio and our 
established processes make us the  
ideal partner for companies of any 
size.
 
As one of the few providers in Swit-
zerland, we offer you first-in-class 
geographic coverage, around the 
globe and right at home.
 
Our services are based on industry 
best practices, current certifica-
tions and modern process-oriented 
methodology.

TrustMetric is an indispensable tool for 
improving and strengthening your cyber 
security. Our service enables the mea-
surement and continuous improvement 
of cyber maturity, identifies potential 
vulnerabilities and provides targeted re-
commendations for improvement.

With TrustMetric, you not only proactively 
identify vulnerabilities, but also prioriti-
se security measures and automatically 
compare your cyber maturity against in-
dustry standards. 

THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
• Proactively identify of  

vulnerabilities
• Get a reliable assessment of your 

cyber maturity
• Compare your cyber maturity with that 

of other organisations
• Prioritise security measures for conti-

nuous improvement of cyber security
• Support with risk assessments for 

business relationships
• Saves resource with the automated 

assessment process
• Create detailed reports with insights 

and suggestions for improvement
• Invest in the security of the digital 

ecosystem

Cybersecurity assessment is 
becoming as important as credit 

rating in the risk assessment of 
existing and new business  

relationships.
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The analysis takes into account a wide 
range of publicly available information, as 
would be available to potential attackers. 
 
Thanks to the automation of the as-
sessment process, companies save 
costly resources and can strategi-
cally improve their security measures. 



SPIE, sharing a vision for the future
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SIX AREAS OF ANALYSIS 
TrustMetric focuses on a wide ran-
ge of analysis areas, including 
WEB-TLS/SSL, messaging, cyber- 
security controls, vulnerabilities,  
attack surface and cyber incidents. All 
this information is publicly available, just 
as it would be to potential hackers.
 
These reports provide key insights into 
potential vulnerabilities and risk areas 
that serve as the basis for targeted im-
provements. In addition to these compre-
hensive reports, TrustMetric offers con-
crete suggestions for improvement that 
are based on the vulnerabilities identified 
in the reports and current cybersecurity 

ECOSYSTEM OF TRUST
TrustMetric is designed to give compa-
nies an accurate insight into their cyber-
security ecosystem of trust.
 
With the purchase of a TrustMetric  
licence, an organisation gains the  
ability to audit itself or another organi-
sation (partners, suppliers, customers, 
etc.) on a daily basis for a period of 365 
days. This continuous auditing and as-
sessment enables the TrustMetric users 
to get a precise overview of their cyber-
security situation. The data obtained in 
this process is prepared and analysed in 
detailed reports.

best practices and standards. In this way, 
TrustMetric enables companies not only 
to understand their current security si-
tuation, but also to take concrete steps to 

improve their cybersecurity strategy.

In summary, TrustMetric is a valuable investment in the security of your digital ecosystem.
It is therefore an indispensable tool for improving digital trust in your organisation. 

RATE
Find out how your 

ecosystem stacks up in
terms of cyber maturity.

MANAGE
Operate with confidence 

in the digital world to optimise 
your security practices.

IMPROVE
Improve the performance 

and security of your 
ecosystem.
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